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Hello!  Happy Monday J 
Espero que todas estén muy bien,  
 
Hoy vamos a ver un video para repasar para el examen y después vamos a corregir las 
preguntas de la clase pasada. 
 
Saludos,  

Susy  

 
 
Monday, April 20th, 2020  
 
 
 
 
 
Hi! Good Morning.  J 
Today we are going to watch a video to remember what we have studied so far about microorganism.  
 
Video 1:  Introducción a los 5  Reinos – Bio[ESO]sfera 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e_5-WYp8tYg&list=PL-u0nJh3-
hegVFfbwEmcIgtnJmzi7BKyq&index=6&t=0s  
 
 
 REMEMBER: Your exam will be this Friday, April 24th.   
You have to Study:  - Everything in your notebooks about microorganisms, and Book 
pages 33- 39:  

- Types of microorganisms, which kingdoms do they belong to, beneficial and 
harmful (page 33 book) 

- Viruses  
- Moneran Kingdom: type of cell, organization, classification according to shape, 

nutrition, reproduction. 
- Protists: type of cell, characteristic.   1) Protozoa: characteristic+ pictures from the 

protist microscope video.      2) Algae: characteristics + phytoplankton 
- Fungus: type of cell, cell wall, nutrition 1) Unicellular: yeasts. 2) Multicellular: 

characteristics, structure and name of each part.  

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

        Review -> Unit 2: Microorganisms 
 
CLASS PLAN:  

1- Watch Video 1: Introduccion 5 Reinos  
2- Correct notebook question from our last class.  



Now correct your answers from last class: 
 

 
ANSWERS – CONSOLIDATION QUESTIONS  

 
Page 40:  
 
Question 45:  Define biodiversity. If the estimated number of species that currently exist is  
5  million,  why  is  it  so  important  to protect them? What could the consequences of the 
extinction of a species be?  
 

Biodiversity:   Variety of living things that inhabit Earth. 
Importance: it’s very important to protect biodiversity, because species do not live in 

isolation, they interact with each other and with the environment. They are a result of a 
long evolutionary process, and we need to consider them as a whole, they depend on each 
other.  

Consequences: the extinction of a species means it will disappear forever, this could 
have consequences for other species, for example those that feed on it, putting them in 
danger too. 
 
Question 50: Antibiotics are substances produced by certain organisms,  which  stop  the  
growth  of  other  living  things, especially bacteria. Would it be possible to treat a viral 
infection such as flu or a cold using antibiotics? Explain your answer.  
 
No, because viruses are not living thing, so they are not harmed by antibiotic treatments.  

 
Page 41:  

 
Question 59: Answer the questions and give reasons for your answers: 
a) Is it correct to say that the only productive organisms are plants?  

 
No, it is incorrect.  Algae and photosynthetic bacteria are producers, which means that 
they are autotrophic (they can perform Photosynthesis) 
 

b) If algae  can  be  classified  according  to  their  colour,  does this mean that not all of 
them contain chlorophyll? 
 
No, all algae contain chlorophyll and perform photosynthesis. However, they can also 
contain other pigments in larger amounts that mask the green colour of chlorophyll. 

 
 



Question 60 : If you had to collect protozoa for a study, where would you go to find them? 
Why would you choose that place?  

Protozoa can be found in any small mass of water in a natural environment (puddle, 
river, and etc.) They are all aquatic organisms.  

 
 

Question 62: What is the difference between hypha and mycelium? Which organisms have 
them?  

Moulds and Mushrooms are organized into Hyphae and Mycellium.  
-Hypha: are long filaments formed by the union of multicellular fungi.  
-Mycelium: refers to a group of hyphae intertwined together to form a mass.  

 
 
Question 64: What are yeasts? Why are they useful to us?  
 

Yeasts are unicellular fungi, we use them to make foods such as bread and drinks 
such as beer. 
 
Question 65:  Copy the following words in your notebook in two separate columns. Then, 
match the words from column A to the ones in column B. 
 
A                       B 
Fungus   à Chitin 
Algae      à Photosynthesis  
Amoeba àPseudopods 
Bacteria àProkaryotic 
Virus.     à Acellular.     
 

 
 
 

 


